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Telkonet EcoTouch Thermostat
The EcoTouch+ wireless thermostat with internal occupancy detection offers a flexible 
energy savings solution with a sleek, ultra-thin and modern design. The EcoTouch+ of-
fers complete freedom to install anywhere. And when room renovations dictate reloca-
tion, moving the thermostat only takes a few minutes.

Control4 Multi-Button Light Switch
Can include 1-6 LED backlit engraved buttons in various combinations. The bottom but-
ton can also include up and down volume arrows. Four different button sizes allow for a 
total of 38 possible configurations. Mix-and-match engraved buttons and sleek, screw-
less faceplates with nine stylish colors and gloss and satin finishes.

Control4 Privacy/Service Switch
Backlit button engraving with programmable color control for easy readability regardless 
of time of day or light level. Programmable RGB LEDs provide status feedback devices in 
the system. Ambient light sensor automatically adjusts backlight and status LED  
brightness depending on the light level in the room.

Axxess Exterior Corridor Doorbell & Signage
Custom hotel signage in a wide variety of colors, finishes and styles. On the sign, the LED 
indicators show whether the room is ready to be cleaned or if the guest wants to avoid 
disturbance. Additionally, a “Do Not Disturb” status silences the doorbell automatically.

The SmartCon & Premium Products Alliance;  
bringing together property & performance. 
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™SmartCon Solutions
Energy Management – Automation – Building Technology

At the foundation of guest facing technology is the optimization of operational  
efficiency and to compliment the customer experience. SmartCon’s collaboration 
with technology manufactures provide the hospitality industry with a complete  
solution to occupancy based room control integrations.

SmartCon Solutions is offering the following package based on __number of 
switches, ____number of thermostats, and a networking system per room.

The estimated cost of Hardware and Software per room would be______*
*based on a 200 room property

www.SmartConSolutions.com
East Hartford, CT 06108  I  844-633-2412

For more information on the price of installation, the estimated 
savings per room, per year, the estimated ROI, and additional 
integrations please call or e-mail info@smartconsolutions.com


